Theses to Characterize the Perspectives of Remanufacturing
Markets and Legislation Both Drive Remanufacturing
With current legislative initiatives like the European WEEE (Waste of Elechic and Electronic Equipment) regulations and the IPP (Integrated M c t Policy) green book discussions and their international and global counteqnm one often considers industry's (re)actions as an answer rather tn the political agenda than to market pull.
However, one must not forget that on the one hand cwtomers' de"& will always be the strongest driving forces in the markets in the long term-and that on the other hand i n d w ' s stmtegies, methods and tools, which are developed in order to cope with enviromnental requirements, in many cases also have their applications -or even their originfiom economic purposes.
If one looks at the modem concept of 'Rcduct Stewardship", this integrative approach along the product life cycle has originally been designed as an alliance of all developing parties involved already for a successful very first lifecyclephase of a product (the '%birth") with the aim of a shortest possible ' T i e to Market". Fmhemore, Product Stewardship as an alliance between product and spare parts manufac", maintenance and supprt parties also saw a minimum "Total Cost of h e r s h i p " and a perfect "Customer Relations Management" among their primary objectivesboth again already with quite some badition. Thus, managing the entire product life cycle until its very end (or the "rebirth" of the product) just looks l i k e the logical extension of a successful and to a certain extent already well established approach. Future Prcduct Stewardship from an environmental view p i n t meets already classic challenges like prcduct take back regulations and recycling responsibility, and will include coming challenges in the area of likqcle-assessment obligations, recyclabiity and/or c h t e protection declarations to be presented for each new product 
Remanufacturing Reaches Global Dimensions
Anyhow it is a common observation that today new concepts spread globally ai higher speeds and with higher immediate levels of awaremss in all important markets than they did five or ten years ago.
Also a new scientific publication today amacts more immediate attention, worldwide awareness and feedback than before the internet age.
But even keeping these facts a mind -and already indeed, reaching into more markets than ever before -touching upon all aspects of ow society. It will still be a less difficult task, if the mechanic or hydraulic component and elemic/electmnic drive/conml form one fimctio~I unit to be remanufactmd Here some intelligent "revme engineering" to understand the unit is still possible.
But when it comes to units who communicate with an electronically unit somewhere else in the car ( and not rehlming with the u n i t to be rernanuEacm~@ the remanufact" needs the information' content going back and forth This requires in any c s e the remanufxturir access to information and specification data of the OEM.
To allow this, and to assure a free competition also in the automotive afkmmkets of the future, both in E m p e and in the USA legislative initiatives are underway to ensure ike access also for indepmdent repairs and remanufachmrs to the OEMs information data bases and training programmes. 
Remanufacturing Increasingly Managing Safety and Reliability Issues
In addition to the impressive activities in the automotive sector, technology development and market expanse in many more product and industry sectors are fruitful ground3 for remanufacturing as well. In practice one can in fact find a nearly unlimited range of products being remanufactured in a wide range of applications.
The product spectnrm reaches h m machine tools and h m mechanic to electronic products, indusiiial robots via copying machines and vending machines towards ATMs, up to computers and their parts as well as even cellular phones, which count as the most recent addition to remanufacturing in global scope and scale.
One reseerch projen underway in this application at the institutions of the two authors will be mentioned within thesis 7 later.
Although it is a wtter of fact, that with s t a t e d the-art technologies and quality assurance measures applied, including 100% inspeaion, the quality and reliability of remanufactured products is often On the other hand, keeping ground contact, by using reliable breaks, rack and pinion steering etc. which are relevant to any vehicle's safety, also sees more and more remanufacturing successfuUy applied to this components.
The reliable technology and theory is available to a wide range of applications -so success factors will in the fiture more likely be associated with reliable organization and practical realization of applicable quality management systems and standards like IS0 9000, in manufacturing and remanufacthg enterprises as well -soon also accompanied by the "brothers" and "sisters" fmm the IS0 14000 series, where applicable. Last but not least, with the m n t movements of extending wananty periods remanufactured parts enter their markets with the same two year warranty as new parts.
Remanufacturing Becoming the Essential Strategy for Affordable Spare Parts
The general observation is that remanufacturesboth OEMs and independent market players -are now conquering new product areas and markets. In this they benefit from the fact that new product models are being launched every few yem, as is a wider variety of housings, mechanic subassemblies, electric and elecmnic components. 'Ibis makes it almost impossible, and certainly economically unfeasible for manufacturers to supply new spare parts afler 5 to 10 years in service.
Choosing h m the four strategies possible to offer spare parts for out of production products in the market:
-Manufacturing and storing the expected overall need/ quantity of spare parts at the end of product production on the original production lines (wbich can then be pulled down) -Remanufaauring of spare parts h m old parts from other products retiring h m the market, r e m a n e g more and more offers the only affordable and appropriate strategy.
Otherwise cost for spare part availabiity in the product life cycle would be exploding and unmanageable. Consequently, it comes as no surprise that remufacturers are tinding renewed strengtb and entering into new alliances. As cellular phoae models change f " time to time, and to be able to cope with these changes, P. Jones Cellulm is r e e d to purchase cellular manual book in " I Pretoria. These comprehensive " A s range in the price -0 4 of about the spae part cost of three or fow industrial repairs and are therefore very affordable. While the supply chaii side of a p r o W s manufacturing cycle has seen considerable progress also with academic support to offer each customer his tailor made solution by successful appmacbes like mass mtomization technologies, the service and (a' so called) "aftermarket-side" of the product life cycle still needs more brain forces dispatched towards successful solutions of integrated remanufacturing approaches, which are customer oriented, economically feasible and ecologically beneficial. Here university education and applied research can be of valuable moderatory and methodological help and should further strengthen its roles not just on the mandactwmg but also on the remanuf%cturing side.
This statted in many institutions around the globe, wbere there is now more Communicatiou and c o o p t i o n than mainly confiuuwion because of competition So, if with further progress one looks for a vision beyond remanufacturing, the concept of "modemization factories", covering both existing and newly evaluated "nufacturing products, might lead to the exploration of new technological and organizational solutions.
As soon as the first results become available, report will be given, whether and how this light on the horizon recommends further steps towards modernization factories of today's and tomomw's products. 
